An isodicentric X chromosome with short arm fusion in a woman without somatic features of Turner’s syndrome
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SUMMARY A 25 year old woman with gonadal dysgenesis but no other somatic features of Turner’s syndrome was found to have a 45,X/46,Xidic(X)(p22-3) karyotype. It is postulated that because her stature is within the normal range there has been no loss of genetic material in the fusion of the two Xs. Her mother, who also had a history of menstrual problems, had a 46,XX/47,XXX karyotype.

Isodicentric X chromosomes, formed by fusion of two X chromosomes, have been widely described. The phenotypic effects of this X chromosome abnormality are variable and depend on the amount of material deleted and whether the chromosomes are fused by the short or the long arms. Despite the variable presence of a 45,X cell line, they do, in general, form two distinct groups. Those joined by the short arms exhibit shorter than average stature with gonadal dysgenesis, while those attached by the long arms exhibit normal or taller than average stature with gonadal dysgenesis. Other Turner stigmata can occasionally be present in both groups, but are more frequently associated with short arm fusions.

The present case describes a 25 year old woman with gonadal dysgenesis and normal stature whose karyotype is 45,X/46,Xidic(X)(p22-3). Her mother, who also had a history of menstrual problems, had a 46,XX/47,XXX karyotype.

Case report

The female proband (born 8.5.59) presented in July 1981 with a desired, but unconfirmed, pregnancy (LMP April 1981). Clinical examination did not confirm pregnancy. Enquiry into her menstrual history was inconsistent on different occasions. She described her first period as a flowing blood loss following a fight when she was kicked in the stomach. This could have been at about 15 years of age. Menstruation had been very irregular and scanty; between 1977 and 1980 she had been prescribed various courses of the contraceptive pill. During these times she had fairly regular withdrawal bleeding. She stopped the pill in 1980 to try to become pregnant. After the amenorrhoeic episode in 1981 she had a period in February 1982. On review in 1982 because of oligomenorrhea and infertility she was found to be on the tall side of the normal range (170-75 cm) and underweight (52-25 kg); ponderal index=18. She had a dependent and childish personality and was poorly integrated with her life situation. Neck and carrying angle were unremarkable. Breast development was stage 3 and pubic hair was stage 4 in distribution, but rather scanty. The vulva and vagina were normal and there was a small, anteverted uterus. Tomography of the skull was normal and the bone age showed epiphyseal fusion.
Case reports

Between first presenting in 1981 and 1984, gonadotrophin levels on several occasions were raised and oestrogen levels were low (table 1). Prolactin was normal (148 mU/l). She was not taking hormones at these times. A five day course of clomiphene showed no increase in urinary oestrogens. Laparotomy showed small pelvic organs in the normal anatomical relationships. The right ovary was a 3 cm streak gonad merging with the ovarian ligament. The left ovary was more rounded (2×1×1 cm). Histological examination of biopsies from both ovaries showed no primordial germ cells or follicles.

Her mother (born 13.4.27) reported a rather similar menstrual history. She had a late menarche at 19 years. Her three liveborn children were conceived when she was between 27 and 32 years and following the third birth (our patient) she had no further menstruation. She recalled two or three ‘miscarriages’ during her fertile years. Her second child (male) was killed in a road accident. Her elder daughter experienced (male) killed in a road accident. Her elder daughter experienced a late menarche and normal anatomical relationships. The right ovary was a 3 cm streak gonad merging with the ovarian ligament. The left ovary was more rounded (2×1×1 cm). Histological examination of biopsies from both ovaries showed no primordial germ cells or follicles.
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Cytogenetic studies

Chromosome investigations were performed on cultured lymphocytes and on fibroblasts cultured from both gonads and a skin biopsy. The results are set out in table 2. The percentage of 45,X cells was highest in fibroblasts cultured from the right gonad and completely absent in fibroblasts grown from the skin biopsy.

In cells with 46 chromosomes there was one normal X chromosome and a large chromosome formed by two Xs joined by their short arms (fig 1a). G banding (fig 1b) showed that little, if any, material had been deleted as a result of the fusion, and so the breakpoints were interpreted as being terminal (p22-3). This chromosome showed only one centromeric constriction, but C banding showed two areas of centromeric heterochromatin (fig 1c). The karyotype was, therefore, 45,X/46,XidicX(p22-3). Replication studies using the BrdU-Hoescht-Giems technique showed that the abnormal X chromosome was late replicating in all cells studied from both fibroblasts and lymphocytes (fig 2).

Sex chromatin bodies were observed in 35% of buccal mucosa cells and in 44% of fibroblasts. They appeared as single, double, or bipartite bodies (fig 3).

Chromosome analysis of lymphocytes from the proband’s sister showed a normal female karyotype while those analysed from their mother showed two cell lines, 85% of which were 47,XXX while the remaining 15% were 46,XX.

Discussion

Cases of isodicentric X chromosomes which are fused by the short arms generally exhibit gonadal dysgenesis, short stature, and occasionally Turner stigmata. One reported exception is a 25 year old woman with secondary amenorrhoea and normal stature (163 cm).2 The present report describes a similar case in which the stature was within the normal range (170-75 cm).

It has been known for some time that there are genes controlling stature and other somatic features of Turner’s syndrome on the short arm of the X chromosome.3 4 The occurrence of Turner stigmata is more often associated with larger deletions of Xp, whereas reduction in stature appears to be a consequence of even very small terminal deletions. Thus, short stature in Xp:Xp fusion chromosomes is thought to be attributable either to real Xp monosomy caused by loss of chromosome material at the
site of attachment, or functional monosomy due to modification of the area Xp22.3 which usually remains active on the inactive X. In these two cases where the stature is within the normal range, it would appear that there had been no loss of genetic material and any modification of Xp22.3 which had occurred had not affected the stature.

Rivera et al. have suggested that fusion chromosomes can arise without loss of genetic material following impaired telomeric replication. In the case of the X chromosomes, fusion could occur between sister chromatids in the maternal or paternal germ cells or at an early stage in the zygote. Fusion between homologous X chromosomes could occur during prophase of the first meiotic division in the mother. The 45,X cell line which is often associated with isodicentric X chromosomes is usually assumed to be a postzygotic effect of mitotic instability. The absence of a 46,XX cell line in all cases described so far indicates that if the formation of the isodicentric X were postzygotic, it would have had to occur at the one cell stage.

The fact that the mother of the proband is 46,XX/47,XXX mosaic could be coincidental, but might also indicate that the X: X fusion had occurred in her germ cells. It has been suggested that these
particular mosaics have an increased risk of abnormal offspring. It has also been suggested that the increased risk of single organ malformations in the progeny of Turner and triple X women may be related to their premature ovarian ageing. In the present case, the mother had two or three miscarriages during her fertile years and following the birth of the proband she suffered premature menopause.

Gonadal dysgenesis is a constant feature of all X fusion chromosomes regardless of whether they are attached by the long or the short arms, or whether there is a 45,X cell line present. In the present case it is impossible to be certain whether she had truly completed pubertal development and had a menarche, or whether the menstrual losses and secondary sex characteristics had been entirely produced by exogenous hormones. However, by the time of investigation the girl had ovarian failure associated with dysgenetic ovaries. If, as indicated by the normal stature, there had been no loss of genetic material, this finding would confirm the belief that gonadal malfunction in Xp fusions cannot be explained solely on the basis of Xp deletion. This had previously been inferred from the finding that females with a deletion of the terminal portion of Xp are fertile. There was a 45,X cell line in the lymphocytes and fibroblasts from gonadal tissue in this patient which could have influenced the development of the gonads, but in other cases of Xp fusions without evidence of mosaicism gonadal malfunction still occurs. It is possible that the actual size of the abnormal chromosome leads to problems in pairing at meiosis, so that the primary oocytes which rest in the first prophase of meiotic division until puberty are unstable and consequently become atretic. This would be a similar situation to that of the male where regular pairing of the X and Y chromosomes as a bivalent is a prerequisite for normal sperm formation.
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Translocation X;13 in a patient with retinoblastoma
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SUMMARY We describe the clinical and cytogenetic findings in a child with retinoblastoma and a translocation between chromosomes X and 13. The X;13 translocation in this patient does not involve band 13q14, the assigned locus for retinoblastoma.

Retinoblastoma (Rb) is a childhood retinal cancer with an incidence of 1 in 20 000 births3 that occurs as a sporadic or a hereditary disease, the latter being a highly penetrant (95%) autosomal dominant trait. About 5% of retinoblastoma patients have a chromosome aberration. This is usually an interstitial deletion of the region 13q14, but balanced translocations5 with breakpoints in this region have been reported, and the locus for Rb has been
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